UNSOS is the United Nations Support Office in Somalia led by the Department of Field Support. The Security Council established UNSOS on 9 November 2015 replacing the previous mission, UNSOA (UN Support Office for AMISOM).

**UNSOS WORKS**

343 IED incidents recorded

77% of IED attacks occurred on Main Supply Routes

54 UNSOS-provided Explosive Detection Dogs that searched over 59,000 pieces of baggage and cars

**UNSOS OPERATES ACROSS SOMALIA**

- Mogadishu
- Hargeisa
- Garowe
- Beletweyne
- Baidoa
- Kismayo

**UNSOS SUPPORTS**

1. The Somali political process through the UN Assistance Mission in Somalia (UNSOM)

2. The largest UN-mandated peace support operation, the African Union Mission in Somalia (AMISOM)

3. The Somali Federal Security Institutions in joint operations with AMISOM

**UNSOS ASSISTS**

- 22,126 AMISOM troops
- Plus 10,900 Somali National Army in its joint operations with AMISOM
- Plus 33,026 equipment and mission support services

**UNSOS PROVIDES**

- 40 Million litres of diesel fuel per year
- 4 Fixed Wing Helicopters
- 18,620 specialised training to AMISOM Personnel
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